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Abstract 

It is well emtablished tbrt in hadron colliders 
the bemm-beam interaction ie more harmful ia the 
presancs of machime reeomu~ces of the form mv~+nuy=p, 
where 1m1+1~1 is tbe order of the rssonrmce.[l] Since 
the close& m rcmonmnce line can be to the integer 
mtopbamd is l/order, the closer the working point is 
to the integer, the fewer lower order resooa~~ces there 
mre to enhance the bemm-beam effects. A shift of the 
working point of the Termtron from 18.4 to values near 
18 mod 20 hms bee. mtudied. Problems with closed orbit 
control, dispersion matching, mad matched low ,9 
insertions were considered. An excellent solution for 
the Bo insertion M found which has mn improved p'. A 
mew injection optics l llm l trmosition to the low p 
optics which is much easier thmn the ooe ooe used. 
Pesults from the first machine studies demonstrate the 
sbility to mntrol the orbit with tunes of 19.03 
horivont.1 mmd 20.03 rertic.1. Further studies require 
the s&iv&ion of mddition.1 qudrupole compensation 
circuits. 

Introduction 

The Termtroa Collider working point in betmtron 
tune space memr 19.41 in both planes is presently 
bounded by the Z/5 mod 3/7 stopbands (separated by 
,029). For norm.1 collider operation, this area is 
completely filled by l combination of the tuoe spreads 
uuscd by the beu-baa interaction mod by the 
chrommticity of the uchine. The beam-beam interaction 
iv puticululy impartsot bemuse the 6 proton and 8 
utiprotoa buoch;;ehsre 12 croesings per revolution. 
Ia practice, proton bunch intensities are 
intentionrlly reduced mod the emitteaces are increased 
until the beu-beu tune spread of the pbar bunches 
does mot exceed the rrmilsble mrea. Typically, the 
proton bunches hmre intensities of 7BlO md trmsverse 
06% emittaxes of 24 r. The maximum luminosity under 
these conditions ie 2830 ~a-2 s-1. 

A significant contribution to the tune spread is 
due to the chrommticity of the machine sod the large 
.o.snt.w sprad of the beu. The momeotu. epred 
(Ap/p=l.IB-4 rms mt Wo OeV) is m consequence of the 
bunch coalesci.8 in the Main Ping, oecessmry to 
rchieve large bum& intensities. Tbe cbromaticity must 
be kept &ore 3 units to be msfe from temporal 
ruistioms in the maxtupole components of the 
superconducting dipoles in the ring. 

It is mo obvious mnggestion that the working 
point be moved to provide l larger area which is free 
of lowest order re.oosn~es. 

Tunes Near Integer Stopbands 

In principle, m much greater area of tune *pace 
is wmilable meu mo integer stopbsnd. This follows 
fro. the obserrmtion that for a mum resonance of order 
II, the closest line is l/n mrry from the integer 
stopbmd. For cxuple, with m fractional tune of 0.04, 
the nearest 7th order resonance is at l/7 = 0.143, 
leaving spree for tuna spreads of over 0.10 free of 

ml1 reso11~11ces through 7th order. Fig. la shore the 
present operating .puint ,on the working diagram and 
fig. lb shows the proposed scheme. All rcsor~s.n~~ces 
through Qtb order are mhom. 

Bxperience with tunes near the integer is rather 
limited in mllidy;~lle=l~;;es. Blectron-positron 
machines are because of high 
mynchrotron tunes which create an effective tune 
spred that prohibits operating memo LII integer 
mtopband. There are fsr exuples of hdron colliders. 
The IS8 had s high luminosity working point in which 
the fractional tune extended to 0.955 [2]. 

Since the proton-pbu beam-bee. toot shift only 
increases the tuaes, the machine tune shore the 
integer can be set 8s close to the integer stopband 8s 
the width of the stopbmnd nod the perturbations to the 
l&tics will allow. The lattice seems quite acceptable 
for the (19.04,20.04) solution. The width of tbe 
integer stopband may be determined by the hem-beam 
interaction iteelf mod is l question to be aoswered by 
experiment. 

The choice of the 19.04, 20.04 working point is a 
comhinmtion guided by theoretic.1 expectations and 
prxtic.1 limitations. To be l bore the integer rather 
than below is suggested for two reaeoos. The first is 
that the beam-beam tune shift is lvgest for particles 
with the emallest betstron mplitude. Since the 
susceptibility to resonance effects goes u a parer of 
the betatron amplitude, oae expects that it is better 
to have the small uplitude particles neveet the 
re~onmces. The sewnd remeon is to avoid the 
'mrwtooth resooances', bau-beu interactions betreea 
bunches lading to dipole mod qudrupole 
oscill.tions.[l] 

Practical Considerations 

The major prscticbl wnsidermtion M that the 
l bility to try the integer tuoes during the 1988-88 
collider run required l solution which could be 
implemented without physically ckmnging any of the 
msgoetic elements of the Termtron. The choice of rhich 
integer tome to be memr md whether to be above or 
l$ ~;ceb... inrestigsted in some det&il primarily 

All horisontsl tunes new 20 led to 
dispersion &&ions which mre quite large. Not only 
does the large dispersion at SO cause emittsnce (troeth 
in the trsmfer of the beu from the W to the 
Termtron, but the beu eise in the region of the 
maximum horisontal bet. if;tion nesr the f~t~~~;;l~ 
unco.fort.bly lugs. difficulty 
dispersion might be due to the denominator in the 
dimpersian expresaion[l]: 

D(s) = my, /‘+‘s cm(l)(t)-#(‘)I-‘) dt (1) 
s 

where the integral is done around the circumference of 
the machine, p is the bending rdius, mod p mod fi are 
the usw.1 betatron amplitude mod phase dvrnce. 
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An mcceptrble solution at tunes of 19.05 in both 

~lmes M found. however the required current in the 
iorrection qumdr&le circuits &s too large for the 
available power mopplies. The correction quds are 
needed to corpensmte the increased phase dvlnce of 
the low p insertion (about 0.5 in tune). Splitting the 
tunes (19.04,2O.M), following the suggestion by C. 
Ankenbrmdt, l hors the correction quads to operate at 
mcceptsble currants. 

Fig. 2 shows l STSCS solution vith tunes of 19.04 
horizontal md aO.04 vertical which is particularly 
interestinS for two rc~sons: 1) the minimum 80 p 
functions we smaller than the present operating 
values (23 cm by 38 cm vs 55 cm by 65 ca, with the 
dispersion V&.18) which increases the luminosity mod 
shortens the luminous volume, 2) the solution requires 
no changes to the Tevrtron itself beyond reconfiguring 
the slsctriul circuits on the 12 correction quads 
closest to the 20 interaction region. 

In dditicn, l mew injection lattice baa been 
found which mimplifies the trmnsitioo to the low p 
optics, with &out 8 mteps (compsrsd to 30) mod no 
poluity reversals of may of the circuits. For this 
new iojsction optics the dispersioo match b&wean the 
W mod the Tevrtron is quite good, vith little 
emittaoce govth in the transfer (< 3 I I-U, 
horisontrlly). 

Expected Performance 

The potentisl improvements to the Tentron 
Collider operation M L consequence of implementing 
the mcbsme outlined here cso be esparated into tro 
categories. In first ut;f;;;e mr;ro;hettp long ruse 
upgrade plans which 'proof-of- 
principle' test of operation near the integer 
stopbands. Our present understanding of the effects of 
the hem-beam i&era&ion in hadron colliders is based 
on the idea that emittancs groeth follows from 
resonances which are driven by the beam-beam forces. 
ThTh.s f:;;:; exist for cases where,the bunches,pass by 

at so.e sepuatlon determlocd by 
electrostatic separators, as well m.s for the head on 
collisions. As m consequence, the operation of the 
maza;z; near an integer, where many resonaoces can be 

, may mllor more flexibility in operating 
parameters much w numbers of bunches, interaction 
regions, mod strengths of elsctrost&ic mepustors. 

A aecood category is the potential improvement to 
the present collider run. (One assumes that the next 
run will be cotirely different, with two operss:~ $ 
p insertions). With no assumptions 
improvements one expects due to the mvoidmncs of 
resonances, the proposed lee p is significantly better 
than the present one. The luminosity does not scale 
directly from the decrease in beam siae l t the 
crossing point because of the finite lengths of the 
hunches. Nevertheless, the increase in peak luminosity 
should be mt least 60%. The reduced length of the 
luminous region mt the interrction point would be a 
mignificmt 
projective 

improrsmsnt.f to the CLV detector. The 
geometry the detector mod, in 

particular, the trigger which uses a transverse snerg)r 
criterion bmesd on the msswption that the event 
vertex is rt the center of the IX, are much improved 
with m shorter luminous region. 

The most interesting question is whether the 
beam-beam tune mpred csn be increased if there is 
more free are. on the tune diagram. The Main Sing is 
working well, md it is mot unusual to see intensities 
in the collider rhich are only one half of what the YR 
is capable of prodwinS. The proton emittance is 

intentionally increased = a l attpr of course by IS 
much ma a factor of two to keep the pbu tunes from 
the 317 resonances discussed above. nether the ho 
factors of t-o can be applied to the expected increase 
in peak luminosity is something to he investigated 
experimentally. For those not desiring an increased 
peak lominosity, the increased luminosity/pbsr would 
help solve come of the pbu economics problem. Fills 
could be ude more often, keeping the mverage 
luminosity closer to the peak value. 

First Seam Studies 

The first study period M primarily concerned 
with the stability of the closed orbit sod whether the 
dipole wrractioo elements of the Tsvatron were 
&equate for the necessary djustments. This concern 
follows from the expression for a closed orbit 
distortion which hae the same denominator ms equation 
(1). At 1SO GsV, the orbit did deteriorate ms the tune 
M chmngsd from 19.4 to 19.03, but l single orbit 
sorrsction at 19.25 mllored injection mod coasting 
hsu at c tune of 19.03. The currents in the 
correction dipoles reuined within their 5O nmp limit 
even when scaled te 1 TeV. 

Tbe beam lifetime M only s few seconds at 
(18.04, 20.07), deteriorating rapidly from (19.08, 
20.12) where it M tens of minutes. The raeon for 
the short lifetime is unknown and will be the subject 
of further beam studies. 

Pasonlnce Oompsnsation 

For the tunes oar so integer and split by an 
integer, new resonance compensation circuits are 
required. The existing Tevatron circuits are designed 
for tunes near the hc.lf integer sod are primsrily used 
for resonant extraction with u&.5. Coupling is 
primarily controlled with 8 sero harmonic skew quad 
circuit. 

For the Vx-Uy=-l situ&ion tro ner skew 
qudrupolc circuits are needed to provide sine and 
cosine-like odd harmonics. Bven harmonics for the 
qudrupole resonances 2ux=3S and 2yy-4 are also being 
installed. 

We thank Drs. C. Y. Ankenbrandt and D. A. Finley 
for valuable comments mod 0. P. Jukson for help in 
makix the tune me%eurements. 
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Pi 1 Qompuison of a)prssent sad b)proposed diqrus of tba Tarstron pbu-p collider. All rewa~mces through 
gt f’ order ua sbcm. Tbe grid spacing is 0.01 units. Present operating conditions gemrats s pbu tune spread 
rhicb fills the srm b&men 19.400 and 19.429. 
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Pig.2 Lattice functions for the low p solution with split tunes near integer stapbsnds. 


